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From: Herb Cihak <hcihak@pop.uky.edu>
To: "Nancy Johnson" <lawnpj@langate.gsu.edu>
Date: 2/22/01 10:12AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Question on clause in SEALL scholarship application

Nancy,

I did not have this question arise when I was Scholarship Chair. I really don't know the answer either. Would it make a difference to SEAALL in the award of scholarships if we knew that the applicant had received support from VALL or AALL? Does the recipient have an obligation to inform other groups know that she has received funding from SEAALL? How you eventually decide to construe the language has my support.

Herb

At 10:44 AM 02/22/2001 -0500, you wrote:
> Herb and Cathy
> 
> This question has not come up in the last two years. Do you know the answer?
> 
> Nancy Johnson
> Law Librarian/Professor of Law
> Georgia State University College of Law Library
> P.O. Box 4008
> 140 Decatur Street
> Atlanta, Georgia 30302-4008
> PH: 404/651-4140
> FAX: 404/651-1112
> njohnson@gsu.edu
> Received: from panther.Gsu.EDU
> by langate.gsu.edu ; Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:26:42 -0500
> Received: from sphinx.Gsu.EDU (daemon@sphinx.Gsu.EDU [131.96.1.22]) by
> panther.Gsu.EDU (8.9.3/8.7.3) with ESMTP id JAA29967 for
> &lt;lawnpj@panther.gsu.edu&gt; ; Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:25:32 -0500 (EST)
> Received: (from daemon@localhost)
> by sphinx.Gsu.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3-GSU-MOD-3) id JAA20651
> for lawnpj@panther.gsu.edu; Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:25:31 -0500 (EST)
> Received: from makalu.pinn.net (makalu.pinn.net [198.252.201.4])
> by sphinx.Gsu.EDU (8.9.3/8.9.3-GSU-MOD-3) with ESMTP id JAA20639
> for &lt;njohnson@gsu.edu&gt; ; Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:25:30 -0500 (EST)
> Received: from hnlaw.com (fwuser@gate.hnlaw.com [207.226.101.195])
> by makalu.pinn.net (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with SMTP id JAA07107
> for &lt;njohnson@gsu.edu&gt; ; Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:25:22 -0500 (EST)
> Message-Id: &lt;sa94da13.009@hnlaw.com&gt;
> Date: Thu , 22 Feb 2001 09:21:05 -0500
> X-PH: V4.2@sphinx
> X-PH-To: lawnpj@panther.gsu.edu
> From: "Jeanne Ullian" &lt;jullian@hnlaw.com&gt;
> To: &lt;njohnson@gsu.edu&gt;
> Subject: Question on clause in SEALL scholarship application
> Mime-Version: 1.0
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
> Content-Disposition: inline
> 
> Nancy:
I am looking forward to attending the AALL meeting in July thanks to the receipt of SEALL's Lucile Elliot Scholarship. Could you clarify the clause in the scholarship application that deals with "accepting only one such grant." I hope to attend CONELL and the pre-conference seminar for non-J.D. librarians. Can I apply for scholarship help from VALL or AALL for these activities or does SEALL consider the whole conference one activity? I do not want to waste my time or that of the other scholarship committees this year if SEALL would require me to choose.

Thanks.

Jeanne T. Ullian
Law Librarian
Hofheiner Nusbaum, P.C.
Dominion Tower, Suite 1700
999 Waterside Drive
Norfolk, Virginia 23510-3320
jtu@hnlaw.com
(757) 629-0652

CC: <Clemann@lasc.org>